Purpose To determine if there are systematic differences in cup-to-disc ratio (CDR) grading using fundus biomicroscopy compared to stereoscopic disc photograph reading. Methods The vertical cup-to-disc ratio (VCDR) and horizontal cup-to-disc ratio (HCDR) of 2200 eyes (testing set) were graded by glaucoma subspecialists through fundus biomicroscopy and by a reading center using stereoscopic disc photos. For validation, the glaucoma experts also estimated VCDR and HCDR using stereoscopic disc photos in a subset of 505 eyes that they had assessed biomicroscopically. Agreement between grading methods was assessed with Bland-Altman plots. Results In both sets, photo reading tended to yield small CDRs marginally larger, but read large CDRs marginally smaller than fundus biomicroscopy. The mean differences in VCDR and HCDR were 0.006 ± 0.18 and 0.05 ± 0.18 (testing set), and − 0.053 ± 0.23 and − 0.028 ± 0.21 (validation set), respectively. The limits of agreement were~0.4, which is twice as large as the cutoff of clinically significant CDR difference between methods. CDR estimates differed by 0.2 or more in 33.8-48.7% between methods. Conclusions The differences in CDR estimates between fundus biomicroscopy and stereoscopic optic disc photo reading showed a wide variation, and reached clinically significance threshold in a large proportion of patients, suggesting a poor agreement. Thus, glaucoma should be monitored by comparing baseline and subsequent CDR estimates using the same method rather than comparing photographs to fundus biomicroscopy.
Introduction
An increase in optic nerve head cupping, which is a sign of loss of neuroretinal rim tissue, is perhaps the most specific sign of glaucomatous optic neuropathy. 1 However, detecting and documenting this change is challenging. Clinicians examine the optic disc using the direct ophthalmoscope, indirect ophthalmoscope or using the slit-lamp biomicroscope with an indirect condensing lens or direct contact lens. Fundus biomicroscopy is preferred to direct ophthalmoscopy because ascertainment of the cup-to-disc ratio (CDR) is more accurate under stereoscopic conditions. 2, 3 However, comparison of serial stereoscopic optic disc photographs is considered the gold standard for assessing glaucoma progression. [4] [5] [6] [7] Surprisingly, studies have shown that eye care providers do not routinely obtain stereoscopic disc photographs in practice. 8, 9 An intermediate option has been to compare the clinical examination of the optic disc to baseline stereoscopic photographs, as a good balance between diagnostic accuracy and cost effectiveness. [10] [11] [12] However, the caveat is that clinical examination of the optic disc by fundus biomicroscopy can overestimate the amount of cupping when one compares what one sees clinically to evaluation of stereoscopic disc photographs. 13 We have noticed in practice that optic disc cupping may be overestimated by fundus biomicroscopy compared to baseline stereoscopic photographs, which could result in falsely concluding that progressive cupping has occurred. The purpose of the current study is to determine if there are any systematic differences in the assessment of CDR using fundus biomicroscopy and stereoscopic disc photographs which could affect comparisons in the determination of progression.
Materials and methods
The stereoscopic optic disc photographs used in this study were collected as part of the Tema Eye Survey (TES), a population-based study conducted in Tema, Ghana, which was designed to determine the prevalence of blindness, visual impairment and eye diseases in an urban West African population of 5603 subjects aged 40 years and older. 14, 15 The TES received approval by the Institutional Review Boards of all US and UK investigators and Ethics Committee of the Ghana Ministry of Health. The study protocol adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and all participants signed an informed consent. Because the study design of the TES has been extensively detailed elsewhere, 14, 15 only the optic disc evaluation is presented herein.
Cup-to-disc ratio estimation
Participants in the TES underwent dilated assessment of the optic disc at the slit-lamp using a 90D (Volk Optical Inc., Mentor, OH, USA) condensing lens and simultaneous stereoscopic optic disc photography using a Nidek 3Dx camera (Nidek Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) on the same day. During dilated fundus biomicroscopy, fellowship-trained glaucoma subspecialists estimated the vertical CDR (VCDR) and horizontal CDR (HCDR) in all study participants. The digital stereoscopic optic disc photos of the same subjects were submitted for VCDR and HCDR assessment at the reading center of the Moorfields Eye Hospital, London, UK. Before grading, the photographs were assessed on a large screen display for quality (clarity, adequacy of stereoscopy and field definition) and gradability. All gradable images of disc pairs were independently reviewed by two independent initial graders. The CDRs were determined by a more experienced third grader, who served as adjudicator when grading by the two initial graders was difficult. For this study a randomly selected subset of 2038 eyes of 1019 subjects was used for the comparison of CDR estimates by clinicians at the slit-lamp to those by the reading center readers. Of these, randomly selected optic disc photographs of 505 eyes (253 subjects) were submitted to the expert clinicians for CDR grading several years after the clinical examination was completed. The clinicians reviewed the image of the same subjects in whom they initially estimated the CDR through slit-lamp fundus biomicroscopy. Graders and expert clinicians used a hand-held stereoscope viewer (Screen-VU, Portland, OR, USA) to read the photographs.
Statistical analysis
The size of the disagreement between grading methods was calculated as their difference. A CDR difference equal to or greater than 0.2 between grading methods was considered as clinically significant disagreement. The proportion of eyes with a disagreement size of 0, 0.1, and ≥ 0.2 was determined in the two sets. The mean CDRs of eyes with a CDR of 0.8 were compared between grading methods using the t-test because 0.7 is used as the upper limit of normal CDRs in studies in sub-Saharan Africa based on prior epidemiological studies. [16] [17] [18] [19] The incidence of visual field deficits increases significantly with VCDR greater than 0.7 in ocular hypertension and glaucoma, 20 and based on our own findings that 0.725 was the 97.5th percentile cutoff in the Tema population. 14 Chi-square test was used to compare proportions. Bland and Altman plots 21 were used to assess the agreement between (1) CDR estimates by clinicians using slit-lamp fundus biomicroscopy and by the reading center using digital stereoscopic optic disc photographs and (2) CDR estimates obtained by fundus biomicroscopy and reading of stereoscopic optic disc photographs by the same clinicians. In both cases, the plots were obtained by regressing the difference in CDR (photo reading by the reading center or by clinicians minus fundus biomicroscopy) against the mean CDR ((photo reading by clinicians or reading center+fundus biomicroscopy)/2). A regression line was fitted to the scatterplot and the regression coefficient calculated to determine the presence or absence of a proportional bias in the scatterplot. The second comparison was performed to validate the findings of the first one. All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 23.0.
Results

Demographic and clinical characteristics of study participants
A total of 2038 eyes of 1019 subjects were included in this study. After excluding eyes with ungradable disc photos, data of 2032 eyes (1016 subjects) were available for statistical analysis. The mean age was 58.5 ± 12.2 years (range: 40-97 years). Eighty-two percent of the subjects had no ocular pathology and 11.7% had primary openangle glaucoma. Other types of glaucomas were seen in 2.8%, ocular hypertension in 1.7% and non-glaucomatous optic neuropathies in 1.8% of the subjects.
Size of disagreement and comparison between CDR estimation methods
The size of the disagreement in VCDR and HCDR estimates made by fundus biomicroscopy compared to photo reading by the same clinicians and to photo reading by the reading center is shown in Table 1 . Of the eyes used to compare VCDR estimates (n = 2032) between fundus biomicroscopic and the reading center grading, the VCDR of 707 (34.8%) eyes differed by ≥ 0.2. Of the 505 eyes used to compare readings by fundus biomicroscopy to disc photo reading by the same clinicians, such a disagreement in VCDR was observed in 246 (48.7%) eyes. The differences in proportions were statistically significant for both VCDR and HCDR (all Po0.001).
In the biomicroscopy vs reading center and the biomicroscopy vs photo reading by the same clinicians, 83 (4.1%) and 37 (7.3%) eyes, respectively, were graded as having a VCDR of 0.8 by the reading center and the by clinicians' photo reading (P = 0.002). Such proportions for HCDR were 4.4% (n = 89) and 6.3% (n = 32), respectively, P = 0.07 (not in Table 2 ). The average VCDRs of these eyes by fundus biomicroscopy were 0.81 ± 0.25 and 0.84 ± 0.17; average HCDRs were 0.78 ± 0.25 and of 0.79 ± 0.23, respectively, all P40.05 (Table 2) .
Bland-Altman analysis
The mean differences in VCDR estimated by the reading center and fundus biomicroscopy was 0.006 ± 0.184 (limits of agreement (LOA): − 0.36 to 0.37) (Figure 1a) . The related regression coefficient was − 0.51 (Po0.001). Such a difference in VCDR estimates between optic disc photography reading and fundus biomicroscopy by the clinicians was − 0.053 ± 0.23 (95% LOA: − 0.51 to 0.41), as shown in Figure 1c . The related regression coefficient was − 0.29 (Po0.001). Values for HCDR are presented in Figure 1b and d. The negative regression slopes indicate that even though the average differences were zero, the reading center assessment of photos tended to read small CDRs marginally larger than the fundus biomicroscopy, but read large CDRs marginally smaller than the fundus biomicroscopy. This effect was also present when the expert clinicians reading photos compared to their own fundus biomicroscopy assessment, but was of smaller magnitude (shallower slopes).
Discussion
In the current study, we investigated the agreement in CDR estimates between fundus biomicroscopy and stereoscopic optic disc photograph reading in a population-based study in West Africa. The goal was to determine whether there is a systematic difference in CDR estimates between the two methods. There were no significant biases between the methods, but the LOA were about twice as large as the limit of significant clinical CDR difference between them. In addition, CDR estimates by the two methods differed by 0.2 or more in 33.5-48.7% of cases. Altogether, the results suggest poor agreement between fundus biomicroscopy and photo reading by either clinician experts or the reading center.
Although serial optic disc photography has been recommended as the preferred method for documenting optic disc changes over time, 5, 7, 8 reports on the agreement between CDR estimation by specialized reading centers and fundus biomicroscopy by clinicians are still scarce. Only a limited number of studies have assessed the agreement of CDR estimates between stereo optic disc photography and fundus biomicroscopy. [22] [23] [24] The current study is the first to compare CDR estimates between photo reading by a reading center and by fundus biomicroscopy, followed by the comparison of estimates by the same clinicians through fundus biomicroscopy and photo reading for validation purposes. While color stereoscopic optic disc photography or computerizedbased image analysis of the ONH is the best currently available methods for documenting ONH morphology in high-income countries, 25 the situation is different in the Abbreviations: FBM, fundus biomicroscopy; HCDR, horizontal cup-to-disc ratio; PRG, photo reading by glaucoma experts; RC, reading center; VCDR, vertical cup-to-disc ratio. Abbreviations: FBM, fundus biomicroscopy; HCDR, horizontal cup-todisc ratio; PRG, photo reading by glaucoma experts; RC, reading center; VCDR, vertical cup-to-disc ratio.
developing world, where clinical fundus examination is the method widely used. This study found larger VCDR and HCDR biomicroscopically compared with stereoscopic digital image reading by the clinicians. This finding is in line with that of a previous study. 2 Kyari and Gilbert 24 recently investigated the agreement of fundus biomicroscopic VCDR with digital monoscopic optic disc photo reading by the Moorfields Disc Reading Center. They analyzed 1696 eyes of 848 Nigerians aged 40 years and older in a population-based study. Their finding contrasted with ours in that the mean VCDR was significantly larger by photo reading than fundus biomicroscopy. Their results also indicated that VCDR from the two methods differed by 0.2 or less in 94%, which is comparable to 88.1% in our study. We found that the proportion of VCDR and HCDR that differed by ≥ 0.2 ranged between 33.8 and 40% in both comparisons, suggesting that one should be cautious when trying to use interchangeably biomicroscopic and photo reading estimates to assess glaucoma progression. In addition, the SD on the order of 0.2 (Table 2 ) are large enough to be concerning, meaning that a comparison of baseline CDR estimated by photo reading to subsequent fundus biomicroscopy CDR or vice-versa may result in substantial number of cases 'progressing', as well as cases with apparent 'improvements' with no actual change. While this is the first time such high proportions of disagreement are reported, an earlier study by Hrynchak et al 26 that compared CDRs using stereoscopic biomicroscopy and digital photos found proportions of 5% for HCDR and 17.5% for VCDR for one clinician and 12.5 and 25% respectively for another, which confirms the interobserver variability using both methods. However, that study included only normal subjects and used nonstereoscopic photos.
In both cases Bland-Altman plots also showed a substantial variability in CDR between fundus biomicroscopy and photo reading. The LOA were roughly in the order of 0.4, which is larger considering 0.2 is a clinically substantial difference, suggesting a poor agreement despite the mean differences being close to zero. This probably is related to the challenge of accurately delineating the optic disc with either of these subjective methods, resulting in differing measurements. The results of the photo reading vs fundus biomicroscopy by the same clinicians confirmed the reading center vs fundus biomicroscopy findings in terms of agreement, suggesting a systematic difference between the two CDR estimation methods. This is in line with what Kyari and Gilbert reported. 24 As said previously, the clinical corollary of this finding is that the baseline and follow-up CDR assessment should be made using the same method rather than comparing photographs to fundus biomicroscopy. While the use of optic disc photography with analysis by a reading center is ideal for glaucoma prevalence studies as recommended by others, 24 it is not currently applicable in this setting without external assistance for the above-mentioned reasons and the lack of reading centers. Thus, the best option for glaucoma prevalence studies and diagnosing glaucoma progression in sub-Saharan Africa using CDR at present may be to compare baseline and follow-up fundus biomicroscopy estimates. Conversion to and proficiency in estimation of CDR by stereoscopic fundus biomicroscopy and photography may require additional training of general ophthalmologists in this setting. Several factors justify this choice, including (1) the high cost associated with serial disc photos that might discourage patients from attending follow-up visits, (2) the lack of electronic medical record and storage systems and (3) the rarity of modern fundus cameras devices at present, particularly in governmentrun health care facilities where the large majority of the population seeks care. Fundus biomicroscopy should be preferred over direct ophthalmoscopy, which is the current most widely used method in sub-Saharan Africa, because the former yields more accurate and less variable estimates than the latter. Indeed, viewing the optic disc in a two-dimensional fashion can result in estimate inaccuracies and both lower specificity and sensitivity for diagnosing glaucoma, as the quality and size of the fundus image is highly dependent on the subject's refraction and the clarity of ocular media. 27 On the contrary, fundus biomicroscopy with a high-powered condensing lens yields a stereoscopic image that is less affected by refraction and ocular media opacities. Dhar et al 28 performed a comparative study of CDR estimated with fundus biomicroscopy, stereoscopic fundus photography with a 90D lens, and time domain optical coherence tomography in small sample size of 15 subjects with and 15 others without glaucoma. They only reported the Pearson correlation coefficient between pairs of methods, which does not indicate whether there is a systematic bias or not, but rather merely indicates how the values scatter around the line of best fit, regardless of its slope. 29 The strengths of our study include its large sample size and its population-based design that allowed us to estimate the agreement between methods of CDR estimation across a wide range of optic disc features in the general population. For this reason, the findings of this study may not be directly comparable to those obtained from glaucoma clinic patients who are often referred either because of suspected large cups with no visual field defects or other risk factors (among whom most will be normal subjects) or because of suspicious cups in addition to other glaucoma risk factors. Another strength is the use of stereoscopic rather than monoscopic photos. Prior studies have shown that assessment of optic disc using stereoscopic images yields excellent quality, reproducibility and better interobserver agreement compared with monoscopic images. 30, 31 We understand that it would have been informative to know the influence of optic disc size on the agreement in estimating CDR because the agreement in VCDR estimates between stereoscopic optic disc photo reading and fundus biomicroscopy is better for larger than for smaller discs, regardless of whether the eyes are normal, glaucomatous or only suspected of having glaucoma. 26 The results of this study do not imply that glaucoma monitoring should be decided based on CDR assessment alone, because of its limited value in identifying glaucomatous discs as a result of the large variation in optic disc anatomy in normal subjects. Other important funduscopic findings such as the neuroretinal rim characteristics, the presence or absence of a retinal nerve fiber layer defect or optic disc hemorrhage, and the size and type of peripapillary atrophy should be considered.
In conclusion, the poor agreement between stereoscopic disc photo reading and fundus biomicroscopy in estimating VCDR and HCDR suggests that CDR should be monitored by comparing serial estimates using the same method. In settings with limited resources such as sub-Saharan Africa, fundus biomicroscopy might be better than the current, widely-used method of evaluating changes in the optic nerve with the direct ophthalmoscope.
Summary
What was known before K CDR estimates are known to be variable, when assessed with fundus biomicroscopy or stereoscopic optic disc photos. Fundus biomicroscopy can overestimate the CDR compared to stereoscopic photo reading. Color stereoscopic optic disc photography or computerized image analysis of the ONH is the recommended method for documenting glaucomatous change to the ONH morphology.
What this study adds K Fundus biomicroscopy and stereoscopic optic disc photo estimates of CDR disagreed in a large proportion of patients.
K This study does not support the concept of comparing fundus biomicroscopy with optic disc photo reading for monitoring glaucoma over time. Instead, glaucoma should be monitored by comparing baseline and subsequent CDR estimates using the same method. In low-resource settings such as sub-Saharan Africa, comparing baseline and subsequent fundus biomicroscopy CDR estimates would be the preferred method.
